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by Terry Craig 

 

I opened Wild Flower Press, Inc. in 2003 after becoming disillusioned with the traditional 

"Christian Publishing" route.  Helping people find LIFE (faith, hope, healing, and fellowship in 

Jesus) was and still is what matters to me most.  I hope to make enough money to keep going and 

gradually give more authors a platform, but neither fame nor vast corporate offices are on my 

bucket list. 

Wild Flower Press, Inc. is a small, independent press that makes money through sales to 

authors, book sellers, and consumers.  Authors don't pay us for our services, and they don't pay 

us to publish or print their books.  They also don't have to guarantee a minimum number of 

books sold.  (In other words, WFP isn't a "vanity"/ subsidy publisher.)  But the other side of this 

is that we don't pay authors their share till we get paid for the sales of their books. Authors invest 

their vision, skill, and labor—and as a publishing house, we do the same, plus some of our 

capital—but we won't pay for big ad campaigns or promotional book tours.  We collaborate 

with our authors for common goals. 

Wild Flower Press, Inc. is a member of CIPA, the Christian Indie Publishing Association.  

One of the qualifiers for belonging (besides running the business with Christian standards) is that 

the company has to make less than $500,000 a year.  I put on my straight face and say to my 

husband, “Ya think we can squeak in under the bar?”  He laughs.  This is a really small 

company.  I mean small.  So don’t imagine some person with designer clothes sitting her office 

handing out work assignments to her assistants.  Although my husband has taken on a greater 

role in the workings of the company in recent years, it’s mostly just me doing the work and I'm 

willing to settle for less money in life if that means I can do more of the stuff I feel Jesus is 

asking me to do.   

I know just how hard it is to get someone at a publishing house to even consider publishing 

a book.  So I’m offering the possibility of publishing to a few authors who have a heart similar to 

mine.  :-) 

Potential Authors 
You really need to read our mission and belief statements on our website  

(www.wildflowerpress.biz). 

Next, look at some of my articles and/or books on the site (especially those on Christian 

life/writing).  If you find your hair is bursting into flames because you disagree . . . well that 

would be a clue that Wild Flower Press, Inc. isn't a good match for you.  :-) 

Your book doesn’t have to be overtly evangelical but it does need to inspire people to realize 

they need God, or help them to see the world around them from a Christian perspective. 

The work must be your own, original material and you must be able to assign the publishing 

rights to it (and you must be able to state this in writing).  

No graphic violence or sex.  (Hey, I live on this planet so I know bad things happen, people 

say and do bad things. In any book worth reading, some of the characters are going to be 

unsavory—but we need not describe these things in minute detail.)  You can have a character 

who is a racist or a murderer or whatever, but what we write shouldn’t showcase their evil acts.  

Our writing should inspire people to make better choices.  

https://www.christianpublishers.net/
https://www.wildflowerpress.biz/about_us
https://www.wildflowerpress.biz/articles
https://www.wildflowerpress.biz/articles


I know this may sound weird, but we don’t want dogmatically religious or denominational 

works either. A character in your novel could be a Presbyterian pastor, or an evangelist, or even a 

Pharisee but the message of the book should point to God and the benefits of godly life, not to 

dogmatic doctrines or a specific denomination. 

You must be an adult (21 or over), able to write inspirational material, willing to answer a 

few simple questions, and sign a contract if we decide we’d like to publish your work.  

Be ye warned:   

 If you want to be a drama king or queen with your own claim to greatness and a need 

for constant attention . . . WFP won't be a good fit for you.  

 There is a queue.  If you want everything NOW or FIRST, we would at times 

disappoint you. 

And a good sense of humor will help.  

Our goal is to have good working relationships (that are mutually beneficial) with authors—

where neither party feels “owned.”   

What we will consider: 
 Fiction books that do something Jesus did: tell stories that allow us to view life from 

a higher perspective with characters who are relevant to our time 

 Apologetics that challenge people to actually think about what they believe and why 

 Faith-based studies, help books, and devotionals that draw people to deeper life in 

the Lord. 

The responsibility of the publisher 

WFP provides: 

 Our time to evaluate the works we solicit 

 Polishing of the work or suggestions for larger edits 

 Formatting the work for printing as a paperback book 

 Having the book printed and making it available to booksellers (and sometimes 

libraries) 

 Formatting the work for an ebook version 

 Making the ebook available to booksellers (and sometimes also to libraries) 

 Providing a professional cover for the work 

 Providing ISBNs for each of the different editions of the work 

 Creation of pages on the WFP website that give information about the book and its 

author—along with links to sales outlets where the work can be purchased online. 

 Payment to the author after each quarter in which we have received money for the 

sales of the book.  (We pay authors a larger percentage of the proceeds of the book 

than most publishers offer.) 



Where we sell books 
PRINTED BOOKS 

We sell the print version of each book through the store on our website and everywhere else 

that it is practical to do so.  At times—especially for a small book where the margin for profit is 

very small—it might not be practical to use a particular channel for sales if the seller's share will 

leave us with only a few pennies to split with the author after all the all the "middle men" have 

gotten their cut and we pay the taxes. 

We currently use Amazon as our printer/distributor for our print books.  We allow them to 

make the print version of each book available through Amazon.com (both in the US and 

internationally), and we can also opt, where practical, to allow them to distribute to national and 

independent booksellers nationwide.  We also have the option to offer print books to other 

booksellers, to libraries, both in the US and Europe. 

EBOOKS 

We currently deal with Amazon.com directly to sell our ebooks on Kindle in the US and in 

Amazon's global markets.  We also sell our ebooks through Smashwords, the Apple iStore, 

national bookstores in foreign countries, and can even sell our ebooks (if we and the author are in 

agreement) to libraries in the US and in Europe. 

Promotion 

WFP currently provides limited promotion of the works it publishes.  We write press 

releases and can purchase distribution packages through CIPA (who can reach media outlets, 

Christian retailers, and readers).  The author can also use these releases for further distribution.  

We offer author and book pages on the WFP website, as well as posting editorial reviews (where 

allowed) on websites where the work is sold.  We will post about your book in social media such 

as FaceBook and Google+.  In addition (if the author is in agreement), we can provide a limited 

number of free copies of the work to bloggers or media outlets for review, and/or submit them to 

applicable literary contests (with the understanding that there is no guarantee of positive reviews 

when this is done—and, yes, some people would take a free copy of your book, totally diss you 

in a review, and then try to sell the used book on Amazon). 

Promotion of your work beyond what is listed here will be mostly up to authors. 

The responsibility of the authors at WFP 
To practice what they preach. :-) 

To provide us with a finished manuscript in the form of a Microsoft Word document which 

meets our formatting, style, and grammar specifications.  We may look at rough drafts and offer 

suggestions, but the "work" of the writing belongs to the author.  Major edits, correcting serial 

errors,* and rewrites are the responsibility of the author. 
*"Serial errors" are the same typo, alternative punctuation, or incorrect term, used multiple 
times throughout a manuscript.  I have a short list of punctuation styles that I require. (Such 
as, I want the Oxford comma.) 

Our ideal author is someone who has a ministry, a public forum, or an online venue where 

they can either sell their books or point people to the places where the books are sold.  In other 

words, this is someone who can write the book (and possibly sell it), but lacks the skill or desire 



to do all the technical things that it takes to publish the book themselves and deal with all the 

venues that retail the book. 

A Community of Faith 

We respect the authors that work with us and we are happy for any success God brings into 

their lives.  We pray for our authors, their families, and their ministries—and hope they pray for 

us as well. 

We don't need to limit our authors to a teeny blurb on the back of a book.  We are happy to 

give each author a page on our website and to post links to their articles, books, blogs, and 

ministries (even those in other venues or with other publishers) on our website. 

Timing and Schedules 

I have a life that doesn't always revolve around publishing.  I need to interact with a 

husband, grown children, grandchildren and church fellowship.  Oh yes, and I write, too.  So I 

assume that the authors I publish have lives away from their computers as well.  Wild Flower 

Press, Inc. always has a queue of work to be accomplished (with space already provided for 

normal life), but the schedule isn't always set in stone.  Life happens for you and for us.  

Emergencies happen.  Examples: a critical injury, a death in the family, a hurricane (or nice 

things like your child made it to the National Spelling Bee, or an adoption your family has 

waited for finally comes through).  When important events or emergencies happen, we make 

every effort to stay on top of the queue, but the schedule may have to be adjusted—for your sake 

or for ours. 

There ye have it.  

 

Terry Craig 


